SUMMARY | Let’s be real. Modern culture is not a patient culture. We don’t like to wait for anything,
and we’ve come up with just about every shortcut we can think of to get things done more quickly.
And when we’re waiting for something scary or difficult, waiting can feel even more stressful and
overwhelming. Join us for this episode as we consider some passages about waiting and discover the hope
available for us when we “wait on the Lord.”

This Week’s Discussion Questions
1. Why do we struggle with waiting? Why do we not like it?
2. Why is waiting difficult?
3. Read Psalm 27:14. What does it mean to wait on the Lord?
4. The Hebrew word for wait is kavah and could be translated “to wait” or “to hope.” It most likely comes from an ancient
word that means to twist and stretch a rope so that it is tense but holding strong. How does this relate to your experience
with waiting?
5. How does acknowledging God’s faithfulness help us wait patiently for the Lord?
6. How would you define hope, and how does it relate to waiting well?
7. Read Galatians 5:5. If the Spirit helps us in our weaknesses, what might it look like for Him to help you wait well today?
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Challenge
Gratitude challenge! Write down three times you waited on God
and what the wait taught you.

Commit To Memory
“For through the Spirit we eagerly await by faith the righteousness
for which we hope.”
Galatians 5:5

Prayer
Dear God, who helps us in our weaknesses through the Holy Spirit, help me wait for
_________________ with patience and hope in Your faithfulness and goodness.
Help me to trust Your timing. And help me be at peace as I wait for You
to answer my cries for help.
Amen.
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Notes
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